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Science is ...

Science is a word we use often in everyday language. But what is science to you? To be willing and able to use science 
and be able to work well scientifically, it is a good idea to be clear about what science is. 
Explore your own ideas of science by answering the following questions, first by yourself and then with a partner.

Working by yourself

1 What is a scientist? In TV ads, cartoons and comics, 
scientists are often presented like one in the picture at 
the right.
a Label at least four features on the picture that you 

think are typical in drawings of scientists.
b Record at each label what you think these features 

say about scientists.
2 The scientist picture is an example of what is described 

as a stereotype. 
a In one sentence, describe what you understand by 

the term stereotype. 
b Write a sentence describing what this stereotype assumes about scientists.

3 What does the word science mean? A dictionary definition might read: Science (Latin for knowledge) – Science is  
any body of knowledge developed through experiment, observation and deduction to produce reliable explanations of 
real-world phenomena.  
Write your own definition of science, or write a question or something you wonder about the meaning of the term.  

4 What do you think about science?
a Record in the table below whether you agree or disagree with what each student is saying.
b Discuss your view with a partner and record in the space provided a statement that you think supports  

your view. 

Science is for 
everybody.

Physics is 
exciting.

Chemistry is 
only done in 
the lab.

Science is just 
a list of facts.

Science is too 
hard for me.

Science 
knowledge is 
unchanging.

Scientists 
know 
everything.
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1 - the nature of science – using science

What I already know
!

stage 1

extension: Create your own ‘Science is…’ concept cartoon and statement, or a 
cartoon strip that expresses what you really think about science and/or scientists.

Groups: 1 → 2
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2 - biology – classifying living things

What will I do to find out about ...?

stage 3

extension: Keep a running record of 
birds observed in your area. For each type 
of bird, describe the main features that you 
think will help in classifying them. 
Investigate ways of finding  
out more about local birds.

2 List the external features you used in describing the similarities 
and differences between the eagle and the magpie.

3 With your partner, discuss and list the external features of birds 
that help you to tell the different bird groups apart.

4 Working with a partner, define bird by describing what all birds 
have in common and what differences there are between birds.

5 How does looking at similarities and differences within groups of 
living things help you to find out more about the group?

eagle

Magpie

Similarities:

Differences:

How to look at birds

In order to identify unknown life forms, scientists observe similarities and differences between the unknown examples 
and known examples. For example, when looking at birds, a duck and a finch can be compared by listing their 
similarities and differences. 

                Duck     Finch 

1 Compare an eagle and a magpie by listing similarities  
and differences in their structures.

  Differences

Groups: 2 → 1 → 2

Similarities

» Both animals have two legs.
» Both animals have feathers.
» Both animals have wings.

Differences

» The duck has web feet and the finch 
has grasping claws.

» The duck has a rounded bill and the 
finch has a sharp, pointed beak.
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Working with a partner

2 The cracked egg model of the Earth is an example of an analogy. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the model. 
Could using this model confuse people about what the Earth is really like? Record your ideas.

Strengths Weaknesses

3 Why do you think scientists use models to help with their explanations?

Journey to the centre of the earth

The famous French science fiction writer Jules Verne (1828–1905) wrote a book called Journey to the centre of the Earth 
which was translated into English in 1874. In his story, the adventurers found lost tribes, living dinosaurs and open 
skies, and rode a volcano out from deep inside the Earth. 
No one has ever visited the centre of the Earth. In 2007, the deepest hole drilled down through the Earth’s crust went 
just 12 kilometres down. Given that the centre is more than 6 000 km down, this is not very far. Even this hole took 
more than twenty years to drill!
Today, the Earth is described as being like an egg with a cracked shell. The shell represents the outer crust that we live 
on. Underneath the shell are layers of different materials that we cannot see from the outside – unless of course the 
cracks open up and the insides ooze out. However unlikely it is that people will ever be able to go to the centre of the 
Earth, we can still imagine what it would be like down there.

Working by yourself

1 Imagine it is the year 2050. Finally a science team has the ability to tunnel down to the centre of the Earth, with 
viewing cameras attached. You are lucky enough to get the job of reporting what you see as your cameras move 
down towards the centre of the Earth. Plan an account of the journey using the storyboard steps outlined below. 
Base your account on what you actually know of the structure of the Earth – sprinkled with a little imagination. 

6 - earth science – cracked egg earth

What I already know
!

stage 1

extension: Write your 
own ‘Journey to the centre 
of the Earth’ story based 
on what you currently 
know about 
the Earth’s 
inner core. 

Groups: 1 → 2

a Where to start?  
Entering the crust.

b An unexpected change.  
Descending through to the  
mantle.

c No ice blocks in sight!  
Reaching the outer core.

d We can go no further. 
The boundary at the inner core.
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2 The surface of the Earth is now considered to be something like a cracked 
eggshell. It is made up of a number of solid pieces called tectonic plates.  
These solid plates ‘float’ on the molten mantle. Describe how the movements 
of these plates could explain many of the changes that occur on the surface.

3 The students were planning to use different coloured clay to make a 3D model 
of a cut-open, cracked, eggshell Earth. How big would their model be if they 
made it to a scale where 1 kilometre is represented by 1 millimetre?  
Hint: Look at the thickness of each layer in the data table.

4 Write three questions of your own about the cracked egg model of the Earth. 
a          

b          

c          

inside this rocky planet

The Earth is described as a rocky planet with a molten mantle and a solid inner core. A great deal of evidence has led 
scientists to construct their model of the Earth in four layers. The diagram and table of data summarise this model. 

Layer
thickness 

(km)

temperature 

(°C)

Density  

(grams per cc)
Description

Crust 5–50 20–500 2.9 Made up of plates 
of varying thickness

Mantle 2900 500–2000 3.6 A thick paste that is 
always moving

Outer core 2270 3000 6.0 Molten metal

Inner core 1300 radius 4000 9.5 Solid

Working with a partner

1 A group of students asked the following questions. Use your own knowledge 
and the diagram and data about the Earth to answer their questions or raise 
further questions.

6 - earth science – cracked egg earth

What I would like to know about ...?? ??
stage 2

extension: Working by 
yourself or with a partner, 
figure out a detailed plan for 
constructing a 3D model of 
Earth, showing the surface and 
the layers inside. How big would 
you make it? What materials 
would be suitable to use? 
Record your ideas on a labelled 
diagram and list 
the materials and 
tools you need. 

inner core
outer 

core

crust mantle

How do we 
know the 
Earth is a ball 
in space? 

What materials is 
the upper crust 
layer of the Earth 
made up of?

What is a 
volcano?

How could high 
pressure make 
the centre of the 
Earth solid?

Does the temperature 
change the deeper you 
go inside the Earth? 
Why?

How do we know the 
Earth is not the same all 
through to its centre? 

Groups: 2
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exploring geological processes

James Hutton (1726–1797) is often called the father of modern geology. In 1785, Hutton introduced a concept that 
seems obvious today – he realised that as new rock forms, it covers older layers of rock and soil. Hutton said that  
the processes we see happening around us today have always formed the Earth’s surface. This idea was then called 
‘uniformitarianism’. This simply means that everyday processes including sedimentation, volcanic action and erosion 
are the processes that have always formed the Earth and they will continue to work in the same way in the future. 

Working by yourself

1 Explain what you understand the terms in the table to mean. Then compare your ideas with a partner’s.  
Together, write a sentence about what you think scientists might do to investigate each process.

geological term My understanding We think scientists could investigate by ...

Sedimentation

Volcanic action

Erosion

Fossilisation 

Uniformitarianism

2 These diagrams show the fossils 
seen in the layers of rocks at two 
different sites. Work with a partner 
to answer the questions about how 
fossils form in rocks. 
a What sort of rock do you 

think fossils are most likely 
to be found in? Explain your 
reasoning.

b The fossils are different shapes. 
What does this tell you?

c Why do you think there are 
fossils of different shapes in 
each layer of rock?

d Suggest why there are different 
fossils in the different layers of 
rock.

e Using the ideas of 
uniformitarianism, explain 
how you know which fossils at 
site 1 are the oldest.

f How do you know which fossils at site 2 are the oldest? 
g Which fossil is the oldest of all those found at both sites? How do you know?

3 Working by yourself, list five features of the geology of your own area. For each feature, describe the geological 
processes that could have been involved in how it formed. Then list one thing about it that could be investigated.

6 - earth science – cracked egg earth

What will I do to find out about ...?

stage 3

extension: People have always been able to see the constant changes occurring on the surface of the 
Earth, including volcanoes, earthquakes and erosion. Working alone or with a partner, explain why you 
think it took people so long to understand that geological processes shape the Earth’s surface.

Groups: 1 → 2

Site 2Site 1

upper layer

lower layer

upper layer

lower layer
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1 On the diagram, write at least one observation that provides evidence for each main stage of the rock cycle. 

2 In the table below, list the main characteristics of the rocks, describe how they are formed and explain how you 
know the rocks form this way.

Rock Main characteristics Forms by evidence of formation

Volcanic

Sediments

Sedimentary

Metamorphic

The rocky surface of Earth is described as being broken up into tectonic plates. 
3 List at least three pieces of evidence that you think support this idea.

4 In what ways is the Earth like a cracked egg? List your ideas in the table below to show how good an analogy this is.

Ways the earth is like a cracked egg Ways the earth is not like a cracked egg

5 Analogies and models are often used in science. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using them?  
Think about how they can be helpful or confusing.

6 Imagine you are a rock at one stage of the rock 
cycle. You could be just blasting out of a volcano or 
a pebble on the seashore. You might have been used 
by people in a building, tool or statue. Use the rock 
cycle diagram above to help you describe your life in 
a short story. Include a description of yourself, your 
age at various points and how you change with time 
and movement through the rock cycle.

the story rocks tell 

The processes that cause the surface of the Earth to constantly change are recycling rocks all the time. This is sometimes 
called the rock cycle. The rocks formed by each main stage of the rock cycle look different from each other. For those 
people who know how to interpret what they see, the history of a rock is held in its structure.

the rock cycle

6 - earth science – cracked egg earth

How I know
s
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extension: Another analogy or model of the Earth that 
can be helpful for thinking about plate tectonics is called 
the pizza dough model. When making pizza, the dough 
is stretched and pulled out into a layer that sometimes 
develops holes and in other places is 
thicker. Describe the geology of the Earth’s 
crust using the pizza dough model.

Groups: 1
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You can’t see around corners

‘You can’t see around corners’ is a common saying. It is used as a metaphor to mean ‘you cannot look into the future’. 
This may be true in general life, but as a scientific fact it is not always true. While light does travel out from its source 
in straight lines, it can be bent by making a series of angle changes. By using mirrors and lenses, we can see around 
corners. There are many examples of this in everyday life, including periscopes and reversing mirrors on cars.

1 After completing a unit on light, a group of students came up with a set of statements they found were true in some 
circumstances and not in others. Provide each student with an example of when their statement is true and when it 
is not, and how you know.

7 - physics – looking at light

How I know
s

t
a

g
e

 4

2 Write your own set of ‘big idea’ statements, based on what you know about light that is important to how light 
behaves. Provide at least one piece of evidence to support each idea.

My big ideas about light Supporting evidence
extension: ‘The eye can 
bend light’ is a true statement. 
How does the eye change the 
direction of light entering 
it? Plan an investigation to 
provide supporting evidence 
for the idea that lenses in the 
eye help direct 
light into  
the eye.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

You can’t see 
around corners.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

Light travels in 
straight lines.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

Shiny surfaces 
reflect light.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

Images in 
mirrors look like 
the real thing.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

Lenses make 
things look 
bigger.

i think this is true when ...

i think this is not true when ... 

Light travels so 
fast it seems  
to take no time.

Groups: 2
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iDeaS

What new ideas or ways to investigate can 

i think of?

FaCtS

What are the facts i know 

already or need to know?

negativeS

What do i think is negative, wrong,  

unhelpful or needs to be changed?

Ways of thinking

Edward de Bono suggested that people try putting on different thinking hats to help them explore ideas from different 
viewpoints. This process encourages you to have an open mind as you investigate different ways of approaching 
problems. 

1 Briefly describe what you are thinking about. Then write a question about the topic.

I am thinking about ...

2 Now ‘put on each hat’ to think and then record your ideas.

planning and self-evaluation 1

topic being investigated    stage of investigation         

Name       Date            

aCtion

What could i do, or do better next time? 

3 Discuss your ideas with a partner to help 
you decide what the next step should 
be. Ask your partner to record their 
comments in the box at the right.

My partner’s comments

poSitiveS 

What do i think is positive, correct or 

good about the topic or idea?

Groups: 1 → 2 
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This page will help you think about how you worked on the topic. Consider and write about the steps. 

planning and self-evaluation 2

Reflecting on ...         Name:          

 Step 5 – What i still wonder about

    List at least one question you have 
about the topic and one about how  
   you work.

Step 6 – improving my work

Now write your own constructive  
comment about what could help you  
work even better in the future.

    Step 3 – How i feel about it

     Did you enjoy the activity?  
Did you  find it interesting, hard, 

challenging or too easy?

Step 4 – What i learnt from it 

List what you know, understand or think  
after doing the activity. This may include  
things you were trying to find out or  
something about how you work or  
even what went wrong.

      Step 1 – What i did 

        Describe briefly the activities  
           you actually did yourself  

(not your group).

Step 2 – What i was thinking about 

Record what your mind was really  
attending to while you worked.

Groups: 1 
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